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SEJ: Undaunted in the Face
of Adversity

The 2016 presidential election has turned out to be one of the most important in U.S.
history. The candidates’ ideologies are fiercely opposed, campaigns have stooped to outrageous
mudslinging, and voters are polarized in the extreme. It’s an unsettling time, to say the least.
One of the most crucial issues of any presidential platform has got to be the health of the
environment — the most fundamental and essential factor in the existence of life, upon which all
else is built.
But as our cover story details, there is little attention being paid to matters of the environment
this time around. All we’re sure of is that in one corner, we have a candidate who professes to be a
proponent of clean energy; in the other, a self-proclaimed skeptic when it comes to the existence
of climate change at all.
While it may not be encouraging that these issues are being relegated to the background, the
good news is that, as our latest NewsPro/SEJ member survey has found, environmental journalists
remain a determined and dedicated bunch, with more than 50 percent of respondents indicating
that they are as motivated as they’ve ever been to keep up the fight.
Also of comfort is the fact that nearly all of those surveyed expressed high hopes for the future
of the beat. One voice summed up his or her reason for optimism thusly: “The survival of SEJ &
people working the beat despite all the challenges to journalism.”
I found that comment to be particularly salient, because the survival of SEJ has to this point
been shepherded by founding Executive Director Beth Parke, an indefatigable force that has
guided the organization not only through the rise of the beat, but through the subsequent fall of
traditional journalism. That so many members remain so motivated is in no small part due to Beth
and the organization she has worked tirelessly to create and nurture.
Beth has decided to pursue new horizons after 24 years at SEJ. Besides her considerable
contributions to the robust state of environmental journalism, over the years she has been an
invaluable resource for this publication, and we wish her continued success and much happiness
in all of her future endeavors. She’ll be sorely missed.
— Tom Gilbert, Editor
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COVER STORY

THE GREAT DIVIDE

Presidential Candidates Polar Opposites on
Environmental Issues
By Dinah Eng

W

hen it comes to environmental policies, presidential
candidates Hillary Rodham Clinton and Donald Trump
couldn’t be farther apart.
Clinton, who’s generally in favor of supporting an environmental
agenda, clearly lays out policy goals on her campaign website
(hillaryclinton.com/issues/climate). Her promises follow up on
pledges that President Obama made at the Paris climate conference,
and she says that millions of jobs will be created by building “a clean
energy economy.”
Trump, on the other hand, has said relatively little about
environmental policy proposals. Instead, he calls himself a skeptic
about climate change, and has stated he would cut funding to the
Environmental Protection Agency, saying its regulations hamper
business growth.
4 | October 2016 | NewsPro

Kate Sheppard, enterprise editor and senior reporter for the
Huffington Post, said the environment barely was mentioned at the
GOP convention, but climate change and environmental issues were
key points in the Democratic Party’s platform and in speeches given
by Clinton and Sen. Bernie Sanders.
“The environment is not a top issue in this year’s campaign,”
Sheppard said. “Voters care about it in the grand scheme of all the
issues, but the environment has taken a back seat to the threat of
terrorism, the economy, gun control and Black Lives Matter this
cycle.”
She noted that in past campaigns, the Republican presidential
nominees — Sen. John McCain and Gov. Mitt Romney — wanted
to address climate change and promote their records on the
environment, but Trump has spoken about energy issues like natural
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gas development as part of his economic policy, not in terms of an
environmental policy.
“There’s never been a greater divide between two candidates from
major parties on environmental issues,” said Jeff Burnside, president
of the Society of Environmental Journalists and an independent
journalist based in Seattle. “Trump has given his positions in tweets,
passing quips and a teleprompter speech, which has caused many to
question his understanding of complex issues.”
Clinton, he noted, has laid out specific policy positions, but
whether any candidate can keep stated goals and objectives, if elected,
is always an issue.
“When Obama ran for president, he didn’t anticipate the breadth
of opposition he’d face in Congress,” Burnside said. “His intentions
were hamstrung by GOP opposition, so we saw the rise of executive
orders.”
This year’s GOP nominee has expressed support for oil and gas
drilling, off and on-shore, and promises to reopen coal mines to put
Appalachian coal miners back to work, emphasizing pro-business
stances in his remarks, rather than offering environmental policy
proposals.
Trump has been critical of alternative energy sources, and bitterly
fought the construction of an offshore wind facility near his golf
resort in Aberdeen, Scotland, arguing that the turbines would ruin
the ocean views.
“The highest court in the UK ruled against him, and said the
wind farm could go forward,” said Evan Lehmann, deputy editor of
ClimateWire, a publication of Environment & Energy Publishing
that covers congressional policy on climate change.
“Analysts predict that Trump would not be able to reopen mines
on a large scale. And while environmental regulations might have
some impact on the industry, experts say the low price of natural
gas and rising costs of extracting Appalachian coal is driving the
downturn.”
Clinton’s proposed environmental policies face challenges as well,
Lehmann noted. The Democratic nominee has promised to reduce
greenhouse gas emissions by up to 30 percent by 2025, without
relying on Congress to pass new legislation

ABC NEWS ANCHOR DAVID MUIR INTERVIEWS VICE PRESIDENTIAL
NOMINEE SEN. TIM KAINE AT THE DEMOCRATIC NATIONAL
CONVENTION.

Her ambitious clean energy challenge would provide $60 billion
to states that exceed federal carbon pollution standards, along with
other incentives that promote solar energy and other alternative
energy sources.
“She would really need the help of Congress for big programs
that cost billions of dollars,” Lehmann said. “Climate change is more
visible this election cycle than it was in 2012, but the one thing that’s
overshadowed everything is the negativity of the campaigns and the
personalities of the candidates.”
With mudslinging on both sides, candidates have often kept
the public’s attention on each other’s personalities, rather than the
differences in their policy positions.
“A lot of us who cover climate change have grumbled about the lack
of questions in the debate about climate change,” said Dean Scott,
senior reporter for climate change at Bloomberg BNA. “Will anyone
ask Trump, ‘Do you stand by your comment that climate change
is a hoax created by the Chinese to undercut U.S. manufacturing?’
Where does he get his information?
“President Obama has already taken a lot of action on his own
to cut U.S. emissions, so it’s unclear how Clinton as president could
make even deeper cuts, as she has pledged, to achieve a 30 percent
emissions reduction over the next decade.”
Recently, Clinton received endorsements from two former
Republican EPA administrators, William D. Ruckelshaus, who
served under President Richard Nixon, and William K. Reilly, who
served under President George H.W. Bush.
The two issued a joint statement saying that Trump showed “a
profound ignorance of science and of the public health issues
embodied in our environmental laws” and that Clinton is “committed
to reasonable, science-based policy.”
Scott noted that much of the action the next president takes
on environmental issues will depend on whether the House of
Representatives and Senate are still controlled by the Republicans.
“If either chamber remains in Republican hands, what Clinton
wants to do will be under close scrutiny,” Scott said. “A lot of people
have been waiting for more than a decade for Congress to put a
national strategy forward on climate change, and a lot of Democratic
senators think there are things we can do for incremental change
now.”
And if the Republican nominee wins the White House?
Scott said a President Trump would be likely to move as aggressively
as possible to slow implementation of EPA’s Clean Power Plan,
designed to stem power plant carbon pollution, and perhaps try to
kill rules affecting airplanes and other emission sources that are still
under development.
“He’s been difficult to peg as outright pro-industry across the
board on environmental issues,” Scott noted. “Trump has expressed
sympathy for local efforts to ban fracking for natural gas, and spoke
in favor of the renewable fuel standard EPA has for ethanol and
other biofuels.”
Whichever candidate wins in November, environmental issues will
no doubt be on their agenda. How the issues are handled, however,
remains to be seen.
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This Election Year,
Journalists Must Be
Watchdogs — and
Word Dogs
By Roy Peter Clark
Does anyone else feel as if the coverage of this presidential election
is less about events, issues, ads and poll numbers than it is about
language? Hillary Clinton and countless others have reminded
Donald Trump that “words matter.”
(By the way, Hillary, they should matter to you, too.)
Like all short sentences, “words matter” has that ring of gospel
truth. It follows a language trend in which more and more things
are declared to “matter”: Black Lives Matter, Blue Lives Matter, All
Lives Matter….
A recent editorial in the Tampa Bay Times, titled “Trump’s
talk irresponsible, dangerous,” contained these sentences: “Words
matter… Facts matter… Context matters… Records matter…
Elections matter….”
If this is a words election, then journalists must expand their roles
from watchdogs to word dogs. That’s what I am. At key moments, like
my Jack Russell terrier Rex, word dogs stop, sniff the air, then prick
our ears, testing political language in every way we can. More and
more journalists are fact-checking the words of candidates, and that
is a powerful tool. But other language tools can be brought to bear,
perspectives such as grammar, semantics, narrative, slang and rhetoric.
Let’s test a recent and incendiary statement made by Trump at
a rally:
It was Hillary Clinton’s intent, Trump argued, to abolish the
Second Amendment. And then this: “If she gets to pick her judges,
nothing you can do, folks.” Crowd boos. “Although the Second
Amendment people — maybe there is, I don’t know.”
As a word dog I can bring an important distinction to bear in
evaluating this statement: the difference between “imply” and “infer.”
In short, a speaker “implies” something, that is, states it indirectly. A
listener “infers,” that is, extracts indirect meaning.
I inferred Trump to mean that fervent gun owners had the
ability to take out the elected tyrant who wanted to confiscate their
weapons. In other words: If Hillary is elected, she can be assassinated
and therefore will not be able to pick judges hostile to the Second
Amendment. Trump and some supporters argued that he was not
implying that at all, only that NRA members would use the power of
the vote: the ballot and not the bullet.
It is possible to infer something that was not implied. We do it
all the time.
Let’s use another word dog tool: the distinction between the
denotation and connotation of a word. The former indicates the literal
meaning, the way the word “green” describes the color of the carpet
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at The Poynter Institute. But the word green carries connotations —
associations that are disparate and at times contradictory: nature,
grass, money, envy, environmental activism, inexperience, nausea.
This gets us to the increasingly popular phrase “dog whistle.” That
phrase denotes an actual whistle pitched so high that only dogs
and not humans can hear it. Metaphorically, it describes the way a
demagogue can send a veiled message to radical supporters. Words
like “urban” can carry the veiled connotation of “race.” “New York”
has been used as a veil for “Jewish.”
When Trump used the phrase “the Second Amendment people,”
he denoted those who support gun ownership. As a dog whistle, the
phrase connotes everything
from hunters and collectors
to gun nuts, survivalists and
neo-Nazis. The speaker can
deny that he was whistling
to those groups, but he
cannot control how his
messages are received and
by whom.
The world could see on
video, right behind Trump,
a supporter named Darrell
Vickers, whose jaw dropped
when he heard the master’s
dog whistle. He told CNN:
“I would have taken him
to the shed. Down here in
the South, we don’t curse
in front of women, we don’t
drink liquor in front of the
preacher and we don’t make
ROY PETER CLARK
jokes like that in public.”
Of all the outraged
criticism, from all corners of the political spectrum, the most
persuasive came from Bernice King, the daughter of the assassinated
Martin Luther King Jr. According to The New York Times, she
called Trump’s words “distasteful, disturbing, dangerous.”
Patti Davis, daughter of Ronald Reagan, who survived an assassin’s
bullet, also weighed in. Her conclusion: “Words matter.” They could
call into motion the bad intent of a twisted mind — the next John
Hinckley.
A speaker or writer creates a text, but it is the reader or listener who
completes its meaning. Each of us brings to a text our autobiography:
Darrell Vickers, who, as a polite Southern man, embraces certain
values of decorum; Bernice King and Patti Davis, who are daughters
of fathers who were targets of assassins. Word dogs report not just on
the speakers, but also the listeners.
As a word dog, I feel the need to ask not just did he say it, but did
he mean it. This is a crucial distinction in law, ethics, and in personal
relations. “But you said it!” “But I didn’t mean it!” “I don’t care, you
said it, and you can’t take it back.” “I was only kidding!”
continued on page 8
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Watchdogs

continued from page 6

I remember this example from my childhood. My dad, who would
have been 100 years old this week, was proud of me. But not always.
One sad day he introduced me to a group of his co-workers on the
docks of New York City. I was, maybe, 10 years old. “Is he a good
dad?” one of his friends asked. “He’s a cheap bum,” I said.
I didn’t mean it. But I described him that way because it was the
way that my mother talked about him — all the time, and in his
presence. Looking back, it was the way many of us New Yorkers
talked to each other and about each other. We were wise guys.
We say it, but we don’t mean it. And not meaning it gives us
license to say it. What would a word dog call this: snark, sarcasm,
irony, hyperbole, euphemism, dysphemism, dare I say paralipsis?

A speaker or writer creates a text,
but it is the reader or listener who
completes its meaning. Each of us
brings to a text our autobiography.

It is foolish to generalize about the way New Yorkers — or any
large group — talk. How can a word dog account for accent, dialect,
gender, social class, migration patterns, age, slang, professional
experience — even the borough of Queens?
There is something about Trump’s language that at times tempts
me to let him off the hook. To call him a “bulls**t artist,” as did
Fareed Zakaria, does not quite get us there. In my father’s vernacular,
Trump is a “wiseass.” I know it has a negative connotation, but I am
using the word descriptively. I recognize that guy. I sorta am that guy,
or was. I’m better now. And I’m not running for president or even
worddogcatcher.
Here’s my New York (Lower Manhattan and Long Island) take
on Trump: Yes, he said exactly what his critics heard. No, he did
not mean it. That is what wiseasses do. Yes, he should still be held
accountable.
Not long ago I noticed a social media post from a New Yorker
whose dislike for Obama led him to wonder in print if there was
someone who could “take this guy out.” No, he didn’t mean it. I told
him in public to knock it off. He took it back with “just kidding,”
the safety valve for someone who comes to realize his words have
needled into the danger zone.
When we say that “words matter,” we are making a case for social
responsibility. You can’t shout “fire” in a crowded theater. Nor should
you shout the equivalent of “fire” to an audience that includes even a
few zealots packing heat.
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That said, when I lived in Montgomery, Alabama (where the
history is vicious, but the discourse polite), I read a book called
“North Toward Home” by the late Willie Morris. Raised in Yazoo
City, Mississippi, Morris won a Rhodes Scholarship and became
famous as author, editor and journalist, first in Texas and then in
New York.
There is a scene from his book I am recalling from memory, an
early experience in New York City. I believe Morris was in a cab that
was cut off by a bus. What followed was a profane exchange between
the two drivers, one Morris was sure would devolve into violence —
until he came to realize that the two drivers knew each other, that
they were friends, and their invective was affectionate. They didn’t
mean it.
I wish George Orwell, maybe the greatest word dog of all, were
in a position to drop an essay from beyond, offering his take on
the language of Donald Trump. I think his word for it would be
“demotic.” No, not “demonic,” but “demotic.” It comes from the
Greek word for the common people, a root that grew into both
“democracy” and “demagogue.”
In a memorable 1944 essay titled “Propaganda and Demotic
Speech,” Orwell argued that British politicians, experts and
journalists were too highfalutin in their language. Common people
could not understand what they were saying. Persuasive speech must
come from speakers of the common tongue, men (and now women)
who speak in the dialect of the tribe, not reading off a script, but
speaking off the cuff and into the hearts and minds of the distracted
and alienated masses. The most powerful messages cannot be
delivered from a written text; they must be spoken in an authentic
voice for all to hear.
Wait a minute. It’s as if he were imagining a benign version of
Donald Trump. Orwell wrote 1984, but did he write an unpublished
work titled 2016?
From Orwell: “Someday we may have a genuinely democratic
government, a government which will want to tell people what is
happening, and what must be done next, and what sacrifices are
necessary, and why. It will need the mechanisms for doing so, of
which the first are the right words, the right tone of voice.”
To Trump’s followers, I imagine, he speaks the right words in the
right tone of voice. What he lacks, from all objective standards, is
another virtue of speech that Orwell honored: sincerity. Without it,
he is nothing more than a wiseass, and the things he does not mean
could incite violence — or worse. Word dogs, keep your ears up.
Roy Peter Clark has taught writing at Poynter to students of all
ages since 1979. He contributes regularly to Poynter.org on topics such
as writing, reporting, editing, coaching writers, reading, language and
politics, American culture, ethics, and the standards and practices of
journalism. He is the author or editor of eighteen books. His most recent
include Writing Tools, The Glamour of Grammar, Help! For Writers,
How to Write Short, and The Art of X-ray Reading. This article originally
appeared on Poynter.org.
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Extremes, Big Dreams
(and a Taste of Wine)
Environmental Journalists Take the Scenic Route
to Sacramento
By Hillary Atkin

PHOTO: VISIT SACRAMENTO

SACRAMENTO SKYLINE AT DUSK.
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T

he state capital of California will be inundated with
conversations about climate change, air and water pollution
and clean energy as the Society of Environmental Journalists
takes over the DoubleTree Hilton Hotel in Sacramento for its 26th
annual convention Sept. 21–25.
The theme for this year’s confab is “Land of Extremes, Home of Big
Dreams,” which is especially fitting given the Northern California
locale that boasts rugged mountains, scenic lakes and rushing rivers.
Yet in SEJ’s context, there is much more meaning, according to Joe
Barr, who co-chairs the conference with Carolyn Whetzel.
“That phrase is our description of California,” said Barr, who
is the chief content officer for Sacramento-based Capital Public
Radio. “It’s a land of many extremes, especially environmental
extremes, like massive wildfires, droughts, floods, deserts, forests and
mountains. The list goes on. It’s the home of big dreams because,
well, there’s the ‘California Dream,’ but it also gets to the innovation,
entrepreneurship and big thinking that happens in California.”
California’s role as a trailblazer in advancing progressive
environmental laws and practices also makes it an ideal location for
this year’s conference.
“The state’s long-standing effort to address air pollution has led
to progressively cleaner automobiles, trucks, consumer products

FULL BELLY FARM IS A CERTIFIED ORGANIC FARM LOCATED IN YOLO
COUNTY, CALIFORNIA, NEAR SACRAMENTO.

and industrial facilities,” said Whetzel, who is a California staff
correspondent for Bloomberg BNA. “California is a leader in
advancing climate policies, in part because it is so vulnerable to climate
change impacts — sea level rise, wildfires, drought and the hotter
weather that makes regional air pollution worse. Let’s not forget the
state’s laws to reduce the harm of toxic chemicals — Proposition 65
and, more recently, the Safer Consumer Products Program. All these
programs have helped shape national, state
and sometimes, international programs.”
Conference attendees will find a packed
agenda that includes plenary sessions
with heavy hitters in the environmental
field, journalism workshops, networking
opportunities and options to take field
tours. California Gov. Jerry Brown, who
has a lengthy history advocating climate
and clean energy policies, has been invited
to speak.
But the bread and butter of the
conference, as always, is the plethora
of panel discussions on a wide array of
environmental and journalistic topics. With
the proximity to Silicon Valley, there will
also be a heavy emphasis on technology.
“I think sessions on technology will be
popular because there are lots of interesting
things happening in that realm,” Barr said.
continued on page 12
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“Hopefully, food and agriculture sessions
will be popular since the conference
is in Sacramento, which has really
become a farm-to-fork leader, and we’re
surrounded by farms and agricultural
production.”
Especially with the drought in the
West and contamination in places like
Flint, Michigan, water is certain to be a
hot topic.
“I’m guessing the sessions on water,
energy, oceans and air will be popular. The
session on politics will be big,” Whetzel
said. “But our craft sessions are always a
big draw. I’m thinking those sessions on
data mining and tools, science reporting
and communicating climate change will
be popular.”
Pressing concerns of environmental A VINEYARD IN CALIFORNIA’S GOLD COUNTRY.
journalists will also be addressed —
journalists to cover the beat.
topics like the disappearance of staff jobs and fewer opportunities
While helping its core environmental journalists in their constant
for enterprise reporting, even as nonprofits are helping to fill the
search for new and interesting stories that haven’t been done before
gap by hiring seasoned environmental reporters and grooming new
and ways to make them relatable, conference organizers say another
goal they hope to achieve is to make the conference more inclusive
of other beats.
“The environment is not a niche beat, but something that connects
to all aspects of our lives and many other beats,” Barr said. “If you’re,
say, a business reporter or a transportation reporter, you’ll get
something out of the conference.”
Another area of expansion for SEJ is on the international front,
augmenting a program that is chiefly driven by regional and national
issues.
“Over the last few years, we’ve tried to bring international issues
Lake Erie
to light, thanks in part to SEJ board member Meaghan Parker, who
works at the Woodrow Wilson Institute International Center for
Scholars,” Whetzel said.
SEJ’s field reporting tours are a highlight of the conference. “These
are an opportunity for attendees to get a focused look at regional
issues, often issues at play in other states,” Whetzel said. “Reporters
So does Lake Erie. While there are many factors
get on-the-ground [perspectives] to see problems first-hand, talk to
causing the algal blooms in waterways across
regulators,
scientists, advocates, businesses and others on a variety of
the United States, agriculture does play a role.
issues.”
Not to mention that the locations are pretty spectacular.
That's why The Fertilizer Institute promotes the
“We’ve got groups going all around Northern California, to
sustainable use of fertilizer by helping farmers use
Bodega
Bay for a look at the health of our coastal areas, to the
the 4R Nutrient Stewardship practices, which ensure
the right fertilizer source is used at the right rate,
Eldorado National Forest, which was the site of one of the largest
at the right time and in the right place.
wildfires in state history a couple years ago,” Barr said. “We have a
kayaking tour of the Delta. We even have a tour called ‘Mines, Wines
Want to learn more?
and Vines’ taking people into the Sierra Nevada Foothills to visit
Contact Jennifer Martin at The Fertilizer Institute.
sites from California’s historic mining era.
jmartin@tfi.org
“They’ll also go to nearby vineyards and, of course, do some wine
tfi.org
tasting,” he added.

got algae?

nutrientstewardship.com
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SEJ AWARDS FOR REPORTING ON THE ENVIRONMENT

SEJ’s Top Award Winners
Focus on Big Energy, the American West and the
Value of Horseshoe Crabs
By Tom Gilbert

O

ne of the highlights of the SEJ Conference is the presentation
of the annual Awards for Reporting on the Environment,
recognizing the best work in print and on television, radio
and the internet.
Nineteen winners in seven categories were selected this year. Firstplace winners receive $500, a trophy and a certificate. Second- and
third-place winners receive a certificate.
In an unusual circumstance this time out, one entrant took
prizes in two categories: Patricia Callahan of the Chicago Tribune,
who garnered top honors in feature reporting and third place in
explanatory reporting.
Winners will be celebrated at a luncheon Friday, Sept. 23, during
a ceremony in the grand ballroom of the DoubleTree hotel in
Sacramento, Calif., in conjunction with SEJ’s 26th annual conference.
Here we present a close-up look at the judges’ responses to the
first-place winners.
KEVIN CARMODY AWARD FOR OUTSTANDING
IN-DEPTH REPORTING, LARGE MARKET:
BIG CARBON INVESTIGATIONS BY SUZANNE
GOLDENBERG FOR THEGUARDIAN.COM
The judges said: “This fascinating multimedia package served up a
great explanation of the background and ins-and-outs of companies
that have shaped the energy landscape of the world today. In an
ambitious project, The Guardian pointed out the contradiction
between Shell’s publicly stated position on climate change and what
they actually do in private, shed light on another powerful oil and
gas giant that few people have heard of, revealed a campaign by the
world’s biggest privately held coal mining company to undermine
negotiations for the Paris climate talks, and investigated how BP
has tried to influence the UK’s climate policy. All of these stories
were fact-filled, well-written and beautifully presented, with the help
of good images and infographics. As many publications cut their
environmental coverage, The Guardian has done the opposite and
proved its commitment to help the general public understand one of
the biggest challenges facing the 21st century.”
KEVIN CARMODY AWARD FOR OUTSTANDING
IN-DEPTH REPORTING, SMALL MARKET:
“EXXON: THE ROAD NOT TAKEN” BY NEELA
BANERJEE FOR INSIDECLIMATENEWS.ORG
The judges were “impressed by the scope of the reporting on
Exxon’s shifting position on climate change. It was a story that
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spanned decades and was built on solid reporting and storytelling.
Artfully crafted, the articles used great writing, diligent reporting,
multimedia sources and captivating interviewing to shed light on a
major story. ”
OUTSTANDING BEAT REPORTING, LARGE MARKET:
“THE MIDDLE EAST: A PORTRAIT OF AN
ENVIRONMENT UNDER ATTACK” BY PETER
SCHWARTZSTEIN FOR NATIONAL GEOGRAPHIC,
TAKEPART, THE GUARDIAN, QUARTZ
The judges said: “For all the focus on the region’s politics, the
Middle East suffers from a lack of environmental coverage. Peter
Schwartzstein’s richly reported, deeply researched, and well-sourced
dispatches reveal a region in peril. Ecosystems are damaged, but
political questions are still a central feature in Schwartzstein’s
writing. How will Egypt feed itself ? he asks in a story that questions
government plans to cultivate the Sahara. He documents the failure
of Egyptian authorities to address rising seas that eat the foundations
of Alexandria, the historic port city. He visits gold miners in Sudan,
where workers toil in mercury-soaked pits, and fishermen in the Iraqi
marshes, which are shrinking yet again. Vivid and comprehensive,
the five entries amount to exceptional reporting.”
OUTSTANDING BEAT REPORTING, SMALL MARKET:
BEAT REPORTING ON THE AMERICAN WEST BY
JONATHAN THOMPSON FOR HIGH COUNTRY NEWS
The judges said: “Whether tackling the fallout from the worst
oil bust in a generation, methane leaks, or the devastating pollution
of a river, Jonathan Thompson’s reporting breaks down complex
environmental and energy issues and explains them in detail to
readers without taking an industry or environmental side. Particularly
impressive was the access Thompson gained to Aztec Well. The
oil-and-gas services company’s experiences in New Mexico’s San
Juan Basin gave Thompson a window into the local community
and allowed him to show readers what it’s like to be a community
dependent on the fossil fuel industry in both boom and bust.”
OUTSTANDING FEATURE STORY:
“A FATHER, A SON, A FAMILY FARM AND A CONFLICT
OVER CHEMICALS” BY PATRICIA CALLAHAN FOR
CHICAGO TRIBUNE
In the judges’ words, this was “an elegant, well-reported, nuanced
continued on page 34
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SEJ AWARDS FOR REPORTING ON THE ENVIRONMENT
Winners: SEJ 15th Annual Awards for Reporting on the Environment
KEVIN CARMODY AWARD FOR
OUTSTANDING IN-DEPTH
REPORTING, LARGE MARKET
FIRST PLACE
Big Carbon investigations by Suzanne
Goldenberg for theguardian.com
SECOND PLACE
“Tracking Ivory” by Bryan Christy for
National Geographic
THIRD PLACE
“Lumber Liquidators” by Samuel
Hornblower for “60 Minutes”
KEVIN CARMODY AWARD FOR
OUTSTANDING IN-DEPTH
REPORTING, SMALL MARKET
FIRST PLACE
“Exxon: The Road Not Taken”
by Neela Banerjee for
InsideClimateNews.org
SECOND PLACE
“Lead Paint: Despite Progress,
Hundreds of Maryland Children
Still Poisoned” by Tim Wheeler for
The Baltimore Sun
THIRD PLACE
“Unsettling Dust” by Fedor Zarkhin
for The Oregonian/OregonLive

OUTSTANDING BEAT
REPORTING, LARGE MARKET
FIRST PLACE
“The Middle East: A Portrait of an
Environment Under Attack” by
Peter Schwartzstein for National
Geographic, TakePart, The
Guardian, Quartz
SECOND PLACE
Beat reporting by Josephine Marcotty
for [Minneapolis] Star Tribune
THIRD PLACE
“Communities on the Edge of Climate
Change” by Sam Eaton for public
radio stations nationwide
OUTSTANDING BEAT
REPORTING, SMALL MARKET
FIRST PLACE
Beat reporting on the American West
by Jonathan Thompson for High
Country News
SECOND PLACE
“Buffalo’s Water Woes” by Dan Telvock
for investigativepost.org
THIRD PLACE
“Farming in the California Drought”
by Lesley McClurg for Capital
Public Radio, National Public
Radio’s “Morning Edition”

OUTSTANDING FEATURE STORY
FIRST PLACE
“A Father, a Son, a Family Farm and a
Conflict over Chemicals” by Patricia
Callahan for Chicago Tribune
SECOND PLACE
“Our Rising Oceans” by Shane Smith
for HBO
THIRD PLACE
“They Shoot Kangaroos, Don’t They?”
by Paul Kvinta for Outside magazine
OUTSTANDING EXPLANATORY
REPORTING
FIRST PLACE
“Septic Infrastructure in the United
States” by Brett Walton for Circle
of Blue
SECOND PLACE
“Unequal Risk” by Jim Morris for
PublicIntegrity.org
THIRD PLACE
“Pesticide’s Risks Tossed Aside” by
Patricia Callahan for Chicago
Tribune
RACHEL CARSON
ENVIRONMENT BOOK AWARD
FIRST PLACE
“The Narrow Edge: A Tiny Bird, an
Ancient Crab, and an Epic Journey”
by Deborah Cramer, published by
Yale University Press
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Still a Matter of Money
Survey Says Pay Still an Issue, But SEJ Members
Stay Motivated
By Tom Gilbert

E

nvironmental journalists continue to feel underpaid and are
frustrated by lack of funding for travel. Those are among
the findings of the latest annual NewsPro/Society of
Environmental Journalists poll of SEJ members, many of whom
also indicated that they strongly feel the need for skills training in
graphics, data and multimedia.
The 2016 survey also found that a high percentage of SEJ members
say they are getting the same level of interest from their editors in
environmental stories as they did last year (versus more or less) and,
despite their financial concerns, more than half of the respondents
said they are extremely motivated to continue to pursue their careers.
As the SEJ’s 26th annual conference gears up, NewsPro asked
the organization’s members to weigh in on several environmental
and work-related issues. Seventy-nine journalists responded, which
SEJ Executive Director Beth Parke said was about 8 percent of
professional SEJ members.
What follows are the questions presented in the survey, and details
of their responses.
Compared with last year, do you nd more, less, or
the same level of interest by editors in environmental
stories?
Nearly half — 48.72 percent — of respondents said that editors
have the same level of interest in environmental stories as they did
last year, with 29.49 percent finding more interest and 21.79 percent
citing less.
Editor Interest
More

29.49%

Less

21.79%

Same

48.72%

What environment-related issues are your editors most
interested in?
Climate change and water quality stood out as being by far the
most-mentioned issues of interest to editors. But the answers here
ran the gamut, from “energy, green building, urban issues” and “ fossil
fuel interests” to “there is not even feedback from them” and “pretty
much anything I tell them to be interested in.”
Other highlights among members’ answers:
• “Contamination of water or soil, tree health/sickness, ocean
health/plastic trash.”
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• “Environmental health, environmental justice.”
• “Conservation-oriented stories that involve local people.”
• “Zika and floods/fires.”
• “Clean energy, corporate sustainability, human rights.”
• “Human health impacts of chemicals in consumer products.”
• “Toxic algae blooms and water pollution.”
• “Fracking-related earthquakes [and] dam safety.”
• “Resistance to clean energy standards by utilities, fossil fuel
interests, and legislators backed by them.”
What new environmental issue has appeared on your
radar screen that wasn’t there a year ago?
Drinking water safety — arising largely out of the Flint,
Michigan, lead contamination crisis that culminated in the President
Obama’s declaration of a state of emergency last January — was most
frequently identified new issue in the survey. The Zika virus and toxic
algae came in a distant second and third, respectively.
Other new areas of concern to members were:
• “Sea level rise issues at military bases.”
• “Developing drought in the southeast.”
• “Agroforestry and carbon farming to solve the climate crisis and
feed more people.”
• “Giant tortoises.”
• “Impacts of seismic surveys; land-based wind energy; offshore
wind energy.”
• “Seafood fakery shown by DNA testing.”
• “Deep-water mine tailings disposal.”
• “[Electrical] grid.”
• “Coral bleaching.”
• “Pelican decline on the West Coast.”
• “The impact of the Paris climate deal.”
• “Genomic analyses of environmental health issues”
• “Tyson chicken’s pollution record.”
• “Oklahoma’s earthquakes.”
• “Renewable energy, particularly huge solar farms.”
What has been your biggest professional need this year?
“Better pay,” “travel funding,” “skills training in graphics, data
and multimedia” and “more assignments” were, in descending order,
the top four choices among eight needs respondents were given
from which to choose just one. The remaining choices were “better
assignments” and “other” (tied for fifth), “better access to sources and
data” and “fewer assignments.”
Specifics offered by members who chose the “other” category
included:
• “We are down to 3 reporters from 10 in 2014. I cover weekends/
continued on page 20
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Survey continued from page 18
holidays. Little time to do important in-depth work.”
• “I write for a local paper. I make almost nothing. I have been
funding my work myself.”
• “I’d like more time to work on the many issues that cross my
desk. I have more work than I can do and want to do it all.”
• “It’s difficult to pick just one. I feel overworked, underpaid and
behind the times due to a lack of digital training.”
• “I am an independent journalist. So, apart from better pay, I
realized I need a mainstream conventional media at times (not
always) to voice some crucial issues.”
Professional Needs
More assignments

11.39%

Fewer assignments

1.27%

Better assignments

7.59%

Skills training

18.99%

Funds for travel

22.78%

Better access

3.8%

Better pay

26.58%

Other

7.59%

On a scale of 1 to 5 (5 being the most and 1 being the
least motivated), how motivated are you to continue to
pursue a career in journalism?
Career Motivation
1

2.53%

2

6.33%

3

16.46%

4

21.52%

5

53.16%

Surprisingly, despite the many challenges the environmental beat
(and journalism itself ) has encountered over the past decade, a big
majority of respondents — 53.1 percent —said they were extremely
motivated to continue in their careers, choosing a five on a scale
20 | October 2016 | NewsPro

of one to five. Only 2.53 percent chose one — the lowest level of
motivation — with the rest rising at proportionate levels in between.
What gives you hope for the future of environmental
journalism?
Answers to this question were not only enlightening, but
encouraging and reassuring.
The two extremes were, “You’ve stumped me!” and “It’s my passion
to do this work. Nothing else matters.”
In between, the ongoing necessity for environmental reporting
was a common refrain.
• “The screaming need for public information about the changes
confronting the planet.”
• “My belief that climate change’s effects on people’s daily lives will
make it un-ignorable, and that they will turn to journalism for
answers and information.”
• “Coming collapse more obvious, even to editors.”
A number of those surveyed expressed confidence in the new
technology and young environmental journalists:
• “The refreshing, dynamic, revolutionary changes underway in the
field of journalism.”
• “The talent and passion for covering the environment that I see
in succeeding generations of journalists.”
• “Promising young journalists who work in multiple formats and
are fearless about storytelling.”
And many respondents cited a growing awareness among the
public as an assurance of environmental reporting’s future:
• “There is more public acceptance of the broad challenges created
by climate change. Also, I think most people realize the fragility
of the environment and favor protecting water and air quality
for future generations.”
• “Growing awareness of public who want to know: ‘what the hell
is going on with the weather, (oceans, water, air quality, bees,
forest fires, and so on)’”
• “There are enough smart people out there who care about their
air, water, natural environments and the world.”
Others singled out more opportunities for journalists:
• “Lots of new outlets trying new approaches to covering
environmental news and ways to pay writers.”
• “The growth of nonprofit news sites.”
• “There are more media venues to tell stories; it’s not just print,
magazine and TV.”
• “An increase in the number and quality of publications and
broadcasts about environmental issues.”
But a note of pessimism was expressed as well:
“The need will only grow. I fear, though, for the profession—
not just for environmental journalism, but for all journalism. I no
longer believe that ‘the news will continue to be produced, but just
in a different format.’ I now believe we have reached a time when
the news itself is no longer being produced. Ag & environmental
journalism are disappearing, as is local reporting at newspapers
stripped of staff.
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Staying Power
Investigative Journalism Lives on in
New Media Landscape
By Dinah Eng

T

raditional media outlets may be struggling to find their place
in a digitally driven world, but when it comes to making
the planet a better place, investigative journalists are still
superheroes in disguise.
Now that information can be published on the internet by anyone,
discerning the truth and making powerful people accountable for
their actions is more important than ever, say watchdog journalists.
Whether it’s The Wall Street Journal’s investigation into Theranos,
a consumer health business, that revealed problems with the accuracy
of its blood-testing technology, or The New York Times’ look at
how corporations add clauses to contracts, taking away the rights of
consumers and employees to challenge unfair business practices in
court, the power of investigative journalism is clear.
Stellar in-depth reporting, however, is not just the purview of
large, national media outlets. InsideClimate News was named a 2016
finalist for the Pulitzer Prize for Public Service for its eight-month
investigation into Exxon’s interest in the emerging science of climate
change
The nonprofit journalism organization, funded by foundation
grants and donors, published a series on how the oil company had
conducted its own climate research decades ago, then worked to sow
doubt about the conclusions its own scientists had confirmed.
Stacy Feldman, executive editor and co-founder of InsideClimate
News, explains that the investigation was conceived at a staff retreat
where David Sassoon, founder and publisher of the news outlet,
challenged the staff to find out what the oil industry knew about
climate change, and when they knew it.
“It seemed like a massive undertaking for our tiny team, but the
reporters looked at several oil companies, and Exxon quickly emerged
as the most intriguing,” said Feldman, who noted that InsideClimate
News had 12 full-time staffers last year, and three reporters and an
editor worked on the project.
“The stories came out in September, and the impact was quick
and powerful. Several members of Congress and groups called for a
federal investigation into whether Exxon had misled the public and
its investors on climate change.”
A coalition of attorneys general from 16 states and the U.S. Virgin
Islands have also launched a multistate effort to hold all oil companies
accountable for fraud and suppression of key climate science data.
Last year, the power of investigative journalism was the focus of
“Spotlight,” a film that followed The Boston Globe’s Spotlight team
and its investigation into the sexual abuse of children and cover-ups
by the Catholic Church. The movie, which took Best Picture and Best
Original Screenplay awards in the 2015 Oscars, was meticulously
researched, and showed how reporters, led by Walter V. (“Robby”)
Robinson, unearthed the story that won the 2003 Pulitzer Prize for
Public Service.
22 | October 2016 | NewsPro

Robinson, now editor-at-large at the Globe, said the Spotlight
team had four reporters who produced 600 stories over its 2001-2002
investigation into sexual abuses by Catholic clergy. Now the oldest
continuing newspaper investigative unit in the country, established in
1970, has six reporters.
“A lot of newspapers have cut back and don’t do much investigative
reporting,” Robinson said. “There are fewer reporters now, and even
though they cover beats, they don’t have the time. It may take six
months to a year to get one story. But with the wealth of databases
available, reporters can do investigative reporting for their daily
stories.”
In a world where news is available on multiple platforms, Robinson
said the smart play is to focus resources on investigative stories that
readers can’t get anywhere else.
“You just have to be curious, determined, and someone who won’t
take no for an answer,” Robinson said. “When government agencies

WALTER V. ROBINSON

say no, you have to ask where else can I get the information? The
work is tedious sometimes, looking through public records, and it
takes time to persuade sources to talk. But this reporting can lead to
substantive change.”
Robinson said the most rewarding part of investigating the sexual
abuse cases was knowing that the Globe’s stories enabled victims
of priests around the world, who had hidden in the shadows, to
come forward and realize that they were not alone. “It changed the
church,” he noted.
With fewer resources in their newsrooms, the Tampa Bay Times
and Sarasota Herald-Tribune joined forces to report on escalating
violence and neglect in Florida mental hospitals, winning the 2016
Pulitzer Prize for Investigative Reporting.

Leonora LaPeter Anton, an enterprise reporter for the Tampa
Bay Times who worked on the articles with Anthony Cormier,
an investigative reporter at the Times, and Michael Braga,
investigations editor at the Herald-Tribune, said the project idea
came out of information that a reporter working with Chris Davis,
deputy managing editor for investigations and data at the Times,
had requested when he headed the I-team at the Sarasota paper
previously.
“They had asked for a database of everyone who had been arrested
in the state of Florida, and when that information came in, the
Herald-Tribune reached out to the Tampa Bay Times to see if Chris
wanted to do something together,” Anton explained. “Sarasota
agreed that Chris would be the editor on the project, and that the
three of us would work as a team.”
The trio spent more than a year talking to mental health patients
and their families, and employees at Florida’s largest state mental
hospitals, while collecting incident reports to create a database
of injuries and violent episodes at the hospitals. The journalists
discovered that deep cuts in state funding had led to rising violence
in the state-run facilities, and that a labyrinth of laws had concealed
the identity of abusers.
“Ultimately, state legislators approved $55 million for (new staff
and improvements at) the mental hospitals,” Anton said. “I feel really
good about helping the mental patients. I get calls from them, their
families and mental hospital employees nonstop now. There are
definitely some stories I will be working on in the future.”
Investigative stories on local and state issues can have great impact

at the regional and national level, said Rob Davis, The Oregonian’s
investigative team specialist on the environment.
For example, one of Davis’ big focuses is on oil trains, the trend of
moving vast volumes of crude oil crosscountry by rail. Davis said hundreds
of millions of gallons of crude are
now transported on trains through
the Pacific Northwest, creating the
possibility of oil spills and explosions
in areas where such disasters have not
been anticipated.
After The Oregonian’s coverage
began, the state hired four more rail
safety inspectors, and the operator of
the main oil train terminal in Oregon
began moving the crude in a safer train ROB DAVIS
car. As other environmental journalists
reported the story, other states made similar safety improvements,
and the Department of Transportation instituted numerous safety
improvements to be implemented over the next few years.
“Investigative news coverage by journalists nationwide was
absolutely essential for informing the country about the safety
shortcomings involved with oil trains,” Davis said. “We live in an
era where major institutions can directly communicate their good
news through Twitter and Facebook. But when those institutions are
doing something wrong, it’s up to us to ferret out the truth, and tell
people about it.”
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Shifting Gears
Journalists Who Leave Longtime Jobs Stay in the Game
By Dinah Eng

L

ongtime environmental journalists who have left traditional
journalism jobs are far from leaving environmental concerns
behind. If anything, they’re taking on new challenges and
exploring different ways to report stories close to their hearts.
Environmental journalism, which was viewed as a fad when it
started in the 1970s, grew in importance over the years as proponents
successfully established the topic as an important beat for print
publications and in broadcasting.
Today, with a fractured media landscape, the journalists who
cover everything from climate change to sustainable energy are still
passionate about the beat, but in the wake of industry buyouts and
layoffs, have turned to other avenues to tell their stories.

TIM WHEELER “AT WORK,” HOLDING UP A SMALL CLUMP OF OYSTERS
JUST PULLED OUT OF THE CHESAPEAKE BAY.

Tim Wheeler, a veteran environmental reporter for The Baltimore
Sun, said the peak of the newspaper’s staffing for environmental issues
occurred a decade or more ago, when the Sun had four reporters and
a columnist covering the beat.
“When I left last December, it was just me,” said Wheeler, who
had been at The Baltimore Sun for 32 years. “Environmental stories
are slow in developing, and there aren’t a lot of clear-cut good guys
and bad guys, which makes them hard stories to report.”
When The Bay Journal, a nonprofit news organization, offered
Wheeler a dual job as managing editor and project writer, he decided
to accept the new challenge. He noted that the days of working for
the same news outlet for 30-plus years are over.
“With different platforms, we’ve got to be flexible,” Wheeler said.
“You’ve got to go where the stories and the storytelling take you.”
For Randy Loftis, a 26-year veteran at The Dallas Morning News,
taking a buy-out from the newspaper last September has led him to
become a senior editor at Texas Climate News, an adjunct professor
of journalism at the University of North Texas and freelance writer.
Coverage of environmental news over the years, he said, has
become very sophisticated. In the early years, stories were often
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about EPA regulations, and today, “climate change isn’t a regulatory
issue,” he noted. “It’s a societal issue, and more free-form.”
Loftis said research can be done quickly on the internet now, and
technological advances like email and Skype allow interviews to be
done with scientists the world over at very little cost.
“There’s also a lot of garbage and nonsense out there now because
of the free flow of information,” Loftis noted. “We have to be really
patient and understand how people process information. With
climate change, for example, people respond less to information than
messages that correspond to their values.”
Young journalists today have grown up with social media, and have
little understanding of what hard news is, he added. The traditional
model of gathering information, then reporting it, no longer works,
but the need to learn how to ask tough questions and analyze
information is still paramount.
“Now, students know you should be tweeting while a story is
underway, so reporting is not just an end product, but a process,”
Loftis said. “People coming into this field today are uniquely qualified
to do phenomenal things, and faster than in the past.
“Given the pace of society, that’s a reassuring thing. But we need
to continue long-form reporting, in-depth, sustained, investigative
approaches to stories, and I hope we never forget that.”
Dennis Dimick, who retired last year as an editor of environmental
photography projects at National Geographic, is now editing and
organizing an archive of his own personal documentary photography
shot during his more than four decades as a working journalist.
While continuing to edit a couple of projects for National
Geographic, he also aims to create visual projects that capture the
scale of climate change’s massive impact on the planet.
“I’ve given lectures over the last 10 years about the story of climate
change using slide shows, and would
like to nurture a new generation
of environmental photographers,”
Dimick
said. “Environmental
changes — whether it’s drought,
crop failure, rising seas and melting
ice — are emerging as the underlying
causes of mass migration and social
unrest. Environmental journalism
is the greatest undertold story of
them all.”
Dimick said visual storytelling
gives audiences an emotional DENNIS DIMICK
connection to planetary changes,
which is crucial in capturing people’s attention.
“Why is Facebook so popular?” he asked. “It’s because it’s the
world’s photo album. Nothing makes a difference unless you connect
emotionally. We’re seeing an emergence of new platforms, and the
future is going to be on an iPad or phone.”

A Trio of Journalism Group Leaders
Hang up Their Spurs By Jill Goldsmith

PHOTO: EDWARD SCHULTZ

Veteran executive directors of three major journalism organizations
have announced plans to step down this year, reflecting a changing of
the guard in the industry as the media landscape continues to shift.

EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR BETH PARKE (SEATED, LEFT) WITH SEJ 2014
CONFERENCE STAFF CHRIS BRUGGERS (SEATED, RIGHT) AND (BACK
ROW, FROM LEFT) DALE WILLMAN, JAY LETTO, RANDI ROSS AND CINDY
MACDONALD.

Those leaving include Beth Parke, executive director of the Society
of Environmental Journalists for 24 years, Jane McDonnell, executive
director of the Online News Association for eight years, and Mark
Horvit, executive director of Investigative Reporters & Editors for
nearly nine years.
Parke noted that since Freedom of Information issues and the
role of journalism in society and democracy are important to all
journalism organizations, she forecasts more coalitions and strategic
partnerships between groups “because everyone’s struggling with
resources and the same set of issues.”
While all three executive directors were former journalists, Parke
said their successors may or may not have journalism backgrounds.
“You want people who know journalism well, but it’s a business
management job with a mission and a vision,” she said. “We’ll always
want journalistic values carried forward strongly, but people doing
these jobs in the future may bring different experiences to that.”
The average tenure of executive directors for nonprofit
continued on page 34
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National Park Service
Turns 100
How Photographers Led the Move to Preserve
Natural Splendor
By Jill Goldsmith

26 | October 2016 | NewsPro

anywhere in these hospitable mountains without artificial ways. But
most visitors have to be rolled on wheels with blankets and kitchen
arrangements.”
Conrad Wirth, a director of the National Parks System, was
the first to use the phrase “loved to death.” In a 1956 proposal to
President Eisenhower, he described the park service as “a plant
operating at 200% capacity” and proposed a 10-year investment plan
(Mission 66) ahead of its 50th anniversary. “The problem of today
is simply that the parks are being loved to death. They are neither
equipped nor staffed to protect their irreplaceable resources, nor to
take care of their increasing millions of visitors,” which had surged
from 358,000 in 1916 to 50 million in 1955.
Photographers have always straddled the line, serving
simultaneously as the parks’ staunchest environmental champions
and their most effective publicists.
“We want to have more visitors because the connection to the
place is only possible if you have visited it. And once you feel a
connection to a place, you will feel more inspired to care for it and
to ask for more funding for it,” Luong said. “It’s better for people to
take a lot of pictures, and even go around looking for Pokémon, than
to stay at home.”
In its unusually thorough treatment of each and every park,
“Treasured Lands” recalls a seminal work, the “National Parks
Portfolio,” published in 1916 by Robert Sterling Yard (1861-1945).
The year before, the journalist and publisher had been recruited
by wealthy industrialist Stephen Mather, to publicize the need
for an independent national parks agency. Yard’s “National Parks
Portfolio,” a collection of early photographs of each park, remains
one of most trenchant examples in U.S. history of the impact of art
on government policy.
PHOTO COURTESY OF SCOTTS BLUFF NATIONAL
MONUMENT

F

rom the geysers of Yellowstone to the cracked plains of Death
Valley and plunging falls of Yosemite, photographers, led by early
luminaries like Ansel Adams, Carleton Watkins and William
Henry Jackson, have always celebrated America’s National Parks.
Their work convinced generations of presidents, starting with
Abraham Lincoln at the dawn of modern photography, that parks
need protecting and sold Congress on the idea of creating a National
Parks Service in 1916. In the age of camera phones and social media,
and with up to 320 million visitors expected this year, National Park
Service sites are among the most photographed places on the planet.
But the heralded centennial of the National Parks Service,
celebrated on Aug. 25, has intensified the debate over the health
and direction of the national parks, which Ken Burns and Dayton
Duncan’s acclaimed 2009 documentary dubbed “America’s Best Idea.”
Funding shortfalls and political noise over states’ rights are
potential hazards, as is climate change. And behind the wonder at
the record number of visitors lurk two opposing fears: one, that the
onslaught of tourists will overwhelm the parks; and the other, that
interest and support may dwindle as a technology-obsessed public
grows increasingly indifferent to natural beauty.
“There has always been a tension in the mission of the Parks
System between preservation and [the public’s] enjoyment of the
parks. Concern about the parks being ‘loved to death’ is not recent —
people have been saying that for 100 years,” said Quang-Tuan Luong,
a French photographer whose book, “Treasured Lands,” containing
500-plus photographs of all 59 national parks, comes out in October.
A scientist by training, Luong developed a passion for photography
and, like other pioneers of the craft in the late 19th and early 20th
centuries, grew enamored of America’s national parks when he
first encountered Yosemite in the mid-1980s. (Ansel Adams’ first
photographs were of Yosemite, taken in 1916 when he was only14).
Even the earliest advocates of the parks, like John Muir (18131948), a naturalist and writer who founded the Sierra Club, were
conflicted about the conundrum posed by tourism.
In a 1912 letter to Harold Palmer, secretary of the American
Alpine Club, describing a conference about a new road in Yosemite,
Muir wrote that “the need of opening the Valley gates as wide as
possible was duly considered, and the repair of roads and trails, hotel
and camp building, the supply of cars and stages and arrangements
in general for getting the hoped-for crowds safely into the Valley and
out again. But the Yosemite Park was lost sight of, as if its thousand
square miles of wonderful mountains, canyons, glaciers, forests,
and songful falling rivers had no existence … Good walkers can go

LAKE SANTA MARIA, COLORADO, BY WILLIAM HENRY JACKSON, 1874.

PHOTO: NPS/MARK LELLOUCH

COLORADO RIVER BELOW HAVASU CREEK IN GRAND CANYON
NATIONAL PARK.

It was instrumental in convincing Congress to create the National
Parks Service. Mather was the first director. The agency’s mandate:
“to conserve the scenery and the natural and historic object and the
wildlife therein and to provide for the enjoyment of the same in such
manner and by such means as will leave them unimpaired for the
enjoyment of future generations.”
Photographers had already proved essential in highlighting
individual parks well before the Park Service was established. The
work of Carleton Watkins (1829-1916), for whom Yosemite’s Mt.
Watkins is named, swayed Abraham Lincoln to set aside Yosemite
Valley as a state park in 1864, a move that is considered the start of
environmentalism in the U.S. Watkins’ photograph of a giant sequoia

tree in California, created with a so-called mammoth plate that
captured the entire tree for the first time, is credited, and criticized,
for drawing crowds to the park.
Likewise, William Henry Jackson (1843–1943) was central to
Congress’ designation of Yellowstone as the country’s first national
park in 1872. After opening a studio in Omaha, Neb., in 1868,
Jackson began photographing construction of the new Union Pacific
Railroad and later accompanied Ferdinand Hayden’s geologic survey
to explore the Yellowstone area.
“Jackson was there to document the geysers and bubbling pots in
Yellowstone and the Grand Teton area for the U.S. government,” said
Bob Manasek, curator at the Scotts Bluff National Monument in
Nebraska, which houses a collection of Jackson’s early photographs
and drawings.
Back then, this was no mean feat for Jackson or his peers, with
massive equipment, “bottles of chemicals and dark rooms in tents,”
Manasek said.
The number of parks continued to expand after 1916. Thanks
in large part to Ansel Adams’ 1938 limited-edition book, “Sierra
Nevada: the John Muir Trail,” Kings Canyon National Park made
the cut in 1940. The essay “Ansel Adams: The role of the artist in
the environmental movement” by Robert Turnage cited a letter
from National Parks Service Director Arno Cammerer to the
photographer shortly after: “I realize the silent but most effective
voice in the campaign was your book … . So long as that book is in
existence, it will go on justifying the park.”
continued on page 36
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Reality Bites
VR a Tool That’s Fit for Environmental Journalists
By Debra Kaufman

J

ournalists and researchers are embracing virtual reality (VR)
as a new medium for telling stories that are immersive,
experiential and empathic.
Some are finding that VR is particularly suited to telling stories
about the environment. At Stanford University’s Virtual Human
Interaction Lab, which is in the midst of several virtual reality
projects — two of which focus on climate change — researchers
have found that, as stated on its website, “virtual reality is uniquely
effective at changing conservation behavior … getting the public to
visualize how their behaviors (like driving a gas-guzzling car or living
in an energy efficient home) are contributing to a problem that may
only manifest itself completely in future decades.”
The first-ever large-scale use of virtual reality by a commercial news
organization was The Des Moines Register’s “Harvest of Change,”
winner of a 2015 Edward R. Murrow Award for its innovative use
of 360-degree video, which recreated an actual Iowa family farm to
address the many changes impacting Iowa farmers.
The project was initiated and co-produced by Gannett consultant
Dan Pacheco, who holds the Peter A. Horvitz Chair of Journalism
Innovation at the Newhouse School at Syracuse University.
“What excites me about VR is that you can understand complex
issues happening in the world in an experiential way,” he said. “It
creates a memory of having been
someplace you’ve never been.”
One of Pacheco’s inspirations
was journalist Nonny de la Peña,
a fellow Knight News Challenge
winner who pioneered the
intersection of VR and journalism.
Her first piece, “Hunger in Los
Angeles,” which she took to the
Sundance Film Festival, immersed
viewers in a line at a food bank,
where a hungry diabetic man
collapsed from shock. “She gave
me tips on how to start,” Pacheco
DAN PACHECO
said. “I knew this was a totally new
form of storytelling.”
At USC’s Annenberg School of Journalism, associate professor
Robert Hernandez and his students partnered with ProPublica and
The Texas Tribune to create a soon-to-be-released VR app on the
vulnerabilities of the Houston shipping channel.
“VR can create a 30-foot wall of water coming towards you,” said
Hernandez, who reports that the piece also immerses viewers in
before-and-after shots, merging old photos with current reality.
“We want to communicate a sense of scale. That helps to put
abstract things into context,” he said.
A year after “Harvest of Change,” The New York Times sent its
subscribers one million Google Cardboards, which turn smartphones
28 | October 2016 | NewsPro

into VR viewers, and released “The Displaced,” a 10-minute VR
experience in which refugee children from Syria, the Ukraine and
South Sudan relate their stories.
Produced
by
Times
journalists and VR production
company Vrse, “The Displaced”
went far in exposing a broad
swath of Americans to VR
storytelling.
“By breaking free from the
rectangular editorial frame of
a traditional documentary film,
VR invests the viewer with
an uncanny feeling of agency,
a sense of being able to look
around for yourself,” is how The
Times put it. “You begin to feel
present in these vivid locations,
a virtual witness to these ROBERT HERNANDEZ
children’s precarious lives.”
Virtual reality creators call that “presence,” a quality they say is
unique to the medium. Advocates of VR storytelling also talk about
how VR experiences create empathy.
RYOT is a news media company and virtual reality studio that
leverages those qualities to create “call-to-action” VR experiences,
some for nonprofits, on topics as diverse as melting glaciers in Alaska
and the Nepal earthquake.
“When a person puts on the headset and spends 10 minutes in
a disaster zone or a riot or solitary confinement, it’s very different
than framing the shot,” says Chief Operating Officer Gabriel
Lifton-Zoline.
Even as other media distributors — including Facebook and
Twitter — add 360-degree video to their platforms, academics and
researchers are still closely studying the potential and perils of using
virtual reality to tell journalistic stories.
At the Knight Foundation,
which issued a report on VR and is
working with PBS’ “Frontline” on
VR, the director of the journalism
program, Shazna Nessa, notes
that, “the last two years have been
fertile with experimentation in
newsrooms.” But she and Knight
Foundation
Vice
President
of Learning and Impact Sam
Gill point out that all types of
journalism may not be ideal for the
VR treatment.
SAM GILL
“It isn’t clear what it means for

newsrooms,” said Gill, who enumerated ethical issues and scalability
as some of the unanswered issues.
The Tow Center for Digital Journalism at Columbia University,
which gives Knight Foundation funds to practitioners writing
about their experiences, also partnered with “Frontline” as part of its
research into VR in the newsroom. Research director Claire Wardle
notes the long list of production and post-production questions that
emerge in creating 360-degree video.
“In five years, the point we’re at now will be historical,” she said.
“There’s too much investment in this for it to disappear, but we can’t
yet make grand claims about its impact on journalism.”
That won’t stop curious journalists and newsrooms from pushing
forward with their own experimentation. At USC’s Entertainment
Technology Center, VR project lead Phil Lelyveld described how
easy that can be.

Facebook and Other
Platforms Come
of Age as News
Distributors
By Debra Kaufman
When Facebook launched Instant Articles in May 2015, it
unleashed a sea change in how the public consumes news.
With its 1.59 billion global users, Facebook already had the
audience. The Silicon Valley company took the next logical step,
inviting a chosen group of media publishers — The New York
Times, BuzzFeed, National Geographic, NBC and The Atlantic —
to publish stories on its platform while retaining their typeface, color
and layout, and selling their own ads.
Since then, other social media platforms have joined the scrum.
Snapchat Discovery, Instagram Stories, and Twitter Moments are
now all publishing stories from traditional news sources.
Taylyn Washington-Harmon, a 2016 Google News Lab Fellow
at the Nieman Journalism Lab, said social media platforms evolving
into new media hubs can be traced to the 2008 elections. Another
factor has been the growth in social media usage, from 7 percent in
2005 to 65 percent in 2015, according to the Pew Research Center.
“The buzzword for this strategy is ‘distributed platforms,’” said
USC Annenberg associate professor Robert Hernandez. “The idea
that the community loves [your publication] so much that they’ll
come to your website isn’t realistic anymore. It behooves us as an
industry to experiment on how to make this work, on paper or pixels.”
At the Tow Center for Digital Journalism at Columbia University,
research director Claire Wardle noted that social media platforms
have moved aggressively into the news space just in the last 18
months. “All the big social networks have made it quite clear that
they’re playing a bigger role in the distribution and curation of

“You can get a 360 camera starting for $250 that comes with its
own editing software,” he said. “What you shoot on an inexpensive
camera will play on a browser
on a laptop or cell phone, or
can be formatted to play on
any of the browsers on the
mobile phone.”
RYOT’s Lifton-Zoline
also encourages journalists
to jump in.
“This is a space in
journalism where the rules
are being written by the
people doing it,” he said. “It’s
PHIL LELYVELD
wide open.”

news — jobs previously done by newsrooms,” she said.
Even after Facebook changed its News Feed algorithm to favor
postings by users’ families and friends over those from publishers,
those same users still relied on the site for consuming news.
“More than a month in, Facebookpocalypse seems to have been
averted,” said Washington-Harmon, who referred to analytics firm
Parse.ly’s findings that “Facebook traffic to its network of publishers
has been flat or even slightly up since the June 29 announcement.”
Hernandez noted that media publishers have to customize their
stories for each platform. Washington-Harmon suggested how. “For
Instagram, think like a photographer, so share your best work,” she
said. “Snapchat is about sharing what is happening right now, creating
an event of it. Twitter Moments is a
great opportunity to get multiple
viewpoints from multiple users about
an event and get access to places
you otherwise might not be able to.
Facebook isn’t that much different,
but it can foster more of a discussion
than Twitter can.”
If this all seems overwhelming,
it’s Hernandez’ view that news
media today can’t afford to sit on the
sidelines.
“You don’t have a choice if you CLAIRE WARDLE
want to survive,” he said. “You have
to do social media, for better or worse. We have to play the long
game, and it’s up to us to come up with different business models.”
Wardle has an idea of how that might pan out.
“As it becomes clearer how reliant publishers are on platforms,
there will be more pressure to say that it’s not sustainable to create
content that audiences are relying on,” she said. “Facebook didn’t
wait for publishers to create a better user experience. They created
it themselves. But there has to be a moment that the news industry
comes together to make a deal.”
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News As It Happens
10 Questions Journalists Should Ask Themselves Before
Going Live on Facebook
By Al Tompkins

F

acebook Live came of age this summer in the way that radio
did in World War II, TV did when John Kennedy was killed,
cable TV did during the first Gulf War and Twitter did in the
Arab Spring.
Journalists will look back on this summer years from now
and remember a time when only TV and radio stations
had the quick capacity to “go live” from anywhere. In early
July, we watched in horror as Diamond Reynolds went live
from the front seat of her car while her boyfriend, Philando
Castile, was slumped dying beside her. A day later, Dallas
newsrooms were streaming coverage of police under attack
from a sniper. Protestors from coast to coast livestreamed
their marches. And in mid-July, two solid weeks of tension
began unfolding at national political conventions.
Since 2014, a series of videos posted on social media have
shaped the national conversation about how and when police
use deadly force. The videos sparked protest, occasional
violence and, importantly, new police procedures. But now,
the videos are not just recordings, we are watching them
unfold live from the point of view of the people most closely
involved.
It would be smart for newsrooms and anyone else
practicing journalism to think about the following questions before
going live.
• Beyond competitive factors, what are your motivations for going
live? Why do your viewers need to know about this story before
journalists have the opportunity to filter the information offline?
What verification processes are you willing to give up in order to
get information to viewers quickly? How would instantly available
live information help the public to stay safe and minimize chaos and
quell rumors?
• Am I speculating about fatalities, injuries, weapons, motivations
and descriptions? It can be tempting to “fill time” while you are
live and no new information is coming in. Don’t trust eyewitness
descriptions or even your own eyewitness view as being the whole
truth. Keep asking what you are not seeing, what you don’t know and
what you need to know to fully understand the events.
• When, if ever, would you link to or share a live feed that comes
from the person who is at the center of the story? We have already
seen cases of shooters who are streaming their grievances live on
social media. How willing are you to give that person a live unfiltered
public platform?
• Would you publish or air whatever you are streaming live? Your
social media feed should not have a lower standard for truth-telling
and reliability. When journalists moved from regularly scheduled
broadcasts and print publishing schedules to nonstop online
reporting, they adjusted to the responsibility that demands quick and

thoughtful responses. Now, they must adapt again to the new ethical
demands of live video reporting.
• Are you prepared to broadcast the worst possible outcome
that could result from this unfolding story, such as a person killing

It can be tempting to “fill time”
while you are live and no new
information is coming in. Don’t
trust eyewitness descriptions or
even your own eyewitness view
as being the whole truth.
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themselves or someone else during live coverage? What outcomes are
you unwilling to post? Why? How do you know the worst possible
outcome will not occur?
• How do you know the information you’re relaying live is true?
How many sources have confirmed the information? How do the
sources you are quoting know what they say is true? Is your source
reliable? How willing is the source to be quoted?
• What are the consequences, short-term and long-term, of “going
live” with the information? What are the consequences of waiting for
additional confirmation?
• What is the tone of the coverage? Can you raise awareness of a
significant event while minimizing unnecessary hype and fear? Who
in your newsroom is responsible for monitoring the tone of what is
being streamed?
• Have you considered adopting any safety nets that could
minimize harm? These measures can give you a contingency plan
to stop broadcasting if the situation turns graphic, violent or
compromises the safety of others.
• How clearly does the newsroom understand standards for
graphic content? How well are guidelines understood by everyone
from online editors, reporters, photojournalists, web producers or
others who might have to make an editorial call when the formal
decision-maker is not available?
Al Tompkins is senior faculty/broadcast and online at the Poynter
Institute. This article first appeared on Poynter.org.

When Does ‘Fair Use’
Become Unfair?
Copyright Law Allows Journalists to Quote Just
Enough — but Not Too Much
By Paul Raeburn

S

ome years ago, the science writer George Johnson was
wrapping up work on his book “The Ten Most Beautiful
Experiments” and looking for illustrations to accompany the
text. One chapter dealt with Isaac Newton’s demonstration that
white light was made of many colors. Johnson wanted to include a
drawing of the experiment from Newton’s journal, in Newton’s own
hand.
“Considering that the experiment was done in the 17th century,
you might assume that it was in the public domain and I could use
it,” Johnson told me. And that’s what he assumed.
What he didn’t foresee was that the journal in which the drawing
appears is owned by New College, at the University of Oxford, and
that he would have to pay Oxford for the drawing. The college told
Johnson it would grant permission to use the drawing in return for
a copy of Johnson’s book; plus a “facility fee” of £200 — about $400
at the time.
Johnson already had a high-resolution copy of the drawing that
he’d found on the web. But his publisher, fearful of legal action,
insisted that he pay New College. In a series of email exchanges,
Johnson bargained the New College bursar down to £150 and a
promise of dinner when the bursar next visited the U.S. (The bursar
hasn’t yet collected on the meal.)
Johnson is not the only writer who’s been plagued by problems
with fair use. In June, I wrote about two University of California
professors who had to pay $1,844 to use three quotations from The
New York Times in a book about public health. Each was 90 to 100
words long. The authors have launched a Kickstarter campaign to
raise the money and call attention to what they think was unfair
treatment — a reasonable point, especially since The Times (like
other news media) quotes from published sources all the time, and
seldom has to pay for the privilege.
The legal term for such free quotation is “fair use.” In the United
States, copyright protection for authors and other creators comes
with the explicit understanding that others have “the right to use
copyrighted material without permissions or payment under some
circumstances — especially when the cultural or social benefits or
the use are predominant.”
That seems straightforward enough. But it has puzzled and
worried journalists for decades.
Jim Schachter, vice president for news at WNYC in New York and
a former editor at The Wall Street Journal, is one of them. I asked
him how fair use applied to work at WNYC.
“You have asked the world’s most complicated question,” he said.

“I have a flow chart on my wall that our legal department circulates
showing how to think about fair use,” he said. (He referred me to the
lawyers, who didn’t respond to my query.)
Not everyone agrees that fair use is complicated. I asked Peter
B. Hirtle, an archivist at the Berkman Klein Center for Internet
& Society at Harvard, and a former intellectual property officer at
Cornell, how he made decisions about what constitutes fair use.
“That’s really easy,” said, “You can use as much info as you need in
order to tell a story, but no more than that. It might be 10 words, it
might be 50 words, it might be longer.”
But to many science writers and other journalists, it doesn’t
seem nearly that easy. That’s especially true for podcasters, who
are concerned about how copyright applies to that relatively new
medium. The trouble is that questions about fair use arise on a caseby-case basis. There is no scale by which to measure it. You find out
only when a copyright holder sues you for unfair use, and a court
makes a ruling (or the case is settled out of court).
This is not a concern when a science reporter, say, is quoting
language from a new scientific paper. That language is protected
by copyright, but it’s fairly clear where the line should be drawn.
Republishing the entire paper — or even half of it, word for
word — is clearly a problem. Quoting from the paper, even quoting
extensively, is fine.
Hirtle says such calls are easier to make than they were a decade
ago, because the courts have been increasingly clear about what fair
use is and what it isn’t. “Recent scholarship suggests that there are
lots of areas where fair use law is relatively settled,” he said. He cited,
for example, a paper by Matthew Sig in the Ohio State Law Journal
called “Predicting Fair Use.”
“Fair use is often criticized as unpredictable and doctrinally
incoherent, a conclusion that necessarily implies that the copyright
system is fundamentally broken,” Sig wrote. But a review of recent
litigation suggests that “the fair use doctrine is more rational and
consistent than is commonly assumed.”
The key word, Sig continued, is “transformative.” He cited a
ruling in the 1994 federal court case Campbell v. Acuff-Rose Music,
Inc., in which the court wrote that “a work is considered to be a
transformative work if it imbues the original ‘with a further purpose
or different character, altering the first with new expression, meaning,
or message.’”
That’s why quoting from a scientific paper is allowed. The news
article is transformative. It is not a substitute for the paper, but
continued on page 36
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Things to Watch
Film and TV Projects of Note to Environmental Journalists
By Hillary Atkin

F

rom an examination of how ancient peoples traversed the
globe to scientific explorations of the world’s most hostile
environment and the relationship of humans to volcanoes,
there are a number of projects coming down the pike that will be of
interest to environmental journalists.
Actor and environmentalist Leonardo DiCaprio is involved with
two of them, the climate change documentary “The Turning Point”
and the documentary feature “The Ivory Game.”
Here is a look at some of the environmental-themed films, series
and specials scheduled in the coming months:

“FORCES OF NATURE” (PBS, Sept. 14–Oct. 5)
Spanning the globe, four episodes will take viewers to the great
plains of the Serengeti, the volcanoes of Indonesia, precipitous cliffs
in Nepal, and to visit the humpback whales of the Caribbean and
the northern lights of the Arctic. Professor Brian Cox will answer
universal questions such as why the sky is blue, why the Earth is
round and why are hot things like lava are red.

“INTO THE INFERNO” (In theatres and on Netflix, Oct. 28)
Werner Herzog and volcanologist Clive Oppenheimer embark
upon a global journey exploring some of the world’s most mythical
volcanoes in Indonesia, Ethiopia, Iceland and North Korea. Speaking
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with scientists and indigenous peoples alike, they seek to understand
the complex and deeply rooted relationship between mankind and
one of nature’s greatest wonders.

“CONTINENT 7: ANTARCTICA” (National Geographic
Channel, November)
The documentary series examines a hostile environment, the most
brutal one on planet Earth: Antarctica. It was shot in conditions
where temperatures dropped to 100 degrees below zero and winds
gusted more than 200 mph. Despite the physical discomfort, there
is a community of fearless people — including marine ecologist Ari
Friedlaender and field engineers Tom Arnold and JJ Kelley — whose
work throws them in the path of these challenges on the continent
and plays a vital role in scientific research.

“NOVA: GREAT HUMAN ODYSSEY” (PBS, Oct. 5)
Numbering no more than a few thousand, tiny groups of intrepid
humans began to move out of Africa — eventually reaching every

corner of the earth. How did these early humans overcome the world’s
most difficult terrain and ultimately dominate the planet? The twohour program takes a global journey through the past, following our
ancestors’ footsteps out of Africa along a trail of fresh scientific clues
to help unravel the mystery of how we got where we are.

“MARS” (National Geographic Channel, November)
The big-budget six-part science series “Mars” is being billed as a
global event. It promises to launch viewers further into outer space
than ever before and redefine television storytelling by combining
scripted drama and visual effects with documentary sequences,
including interviews with space experts, all in service of an ambitious
quest to colonize the red planet in the year 2033. The series was
inspired by Stephen Petranek’s book “How We’ll Live on Mars,” and
influenced by Andy Weir’s “The Martian,” the book upon which last
year’s hit feature film starring Matt Damon was based.

“THE IVORY GAME” (In theatres and on Netflix, Nov. 4)
The documentary feature shines new light upon the dark and
sinister underbelly of ivory trafficking. Award-winning director
Richard Ladkani and Oscar-nominated director Kief Davidson filmed
undercover for 16 months with a team of intelligence operatives,
undercover activists, frontline rangers and conservationists, to
infiltrate the corrupt global network of ivory trafficking, the pursuit
of “white gold.” Time is running out for the African elephants,
dangerously becoming closer and closer to extinction.

“INDIA: NATURE’S WONDERLAND” (PBS, Sept. 21 and
Sept. 28)
Join a journey through India to discover its rich culture and rare
wildlife as wildlife biologist Liz Bonnin, actor Freida Pinto and
mountaineer Jon Gupta explore its natural wonders. From tigers and
gibbons to elephants and rhinos, the sacred Ganges to tea plantations,
viewers will experience the subcontinent’s marvels.
“THE TURNING POINT” (National Geographic Channel,
October)
Leo DiCaprio’s climate change doc was directed by Fisher Stevens,
who won an Oscar for producing “The Cove.” “The Turning Point”
chronicles DiCaprio’s campaign to raise global awareness about the
dangers of climate change in his role as a UN Ambassador of Peace.
“EXPLORER” with host Richard Bacon (National Geographic
Channel, date TBA)
Billed as a weekly magazine-talk hybrid (with a live studio
audience) that investigates, inspires and drives the conversation on
current events and topics that matter most to the planet, the show
will blend field packages with commentary from a diverse group
of celebrity guests, experts and correspondents to find a fresh and
unexpected take on topics ranging from the ongoing battle with ISIS
to climate change and the aftermath of natural disasters.
“YEARS OF LIVING DANGEROUSLY” (National
Geographic Channel, October)
The Emmy award-winning documentary series returns for a
second season and will delve even deeper into the highly debated
issue of climate change. Celebrity correspondents will give firstperson accounts from locations where the effects of climate change
are most prevalent.
“PARCHED” (National Geographic Channel, date TBA)
Produced as a feature documentary and television miniseries,
“Parched” will take a hard-hitting look at a crisis that affects
billions worldwide and is increasingly cause for concern among
Americans — a future where fresh drinking water is alarmingly
scarce, drained by overpopulation, compounded by global warming
and intense industrial usage of the water supply. It will explore issues
such as privatization, international conflicts, energy extraction and
chemical dumping, examining the science, politics and the human
costs behind the water wars.
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SEJ Awards continued from page 14
look at chemicals in industrial farming. Also a fine portrait of a
family on the land. This reporter from an urban paper took the time
to really understand the challenges and processes of moving away
from chemicals, and came away with a nuanced, eloquently told story
that gave us all an important look at 21st century farming in the
Midwest heartland. A nearly perfect feature.”
OUTSTANDING EXPLANATORY REPORTING:
“SEPTIC INFRASTRUCTURE IN THE UNITED STATES”
BY BRETT WALTON FOR CIRCLE OF BLUE
The judges said: “This eye-opening series shines the spotlight
on an under-the-radar threat to public health — the fact that
nearly one-fifth of American households, plus countless rural and
suburban businesses, churches and schools, do not flush their toilet
waste into a public sewer. Instead, they use septic tanks that allow
the liquid to move through perforated pipes into the soil, where
naturally occurring bacteria are supposed to break it down before
it reaches streams or groundwater. The low-cost, low-tech means
of waste treatment is especially common in New England and the
South. But Brett Walton reports how these aging systems are an
overlooked source of water pollution and disease transmission —
such as fecal bacteria, norovirus, cryptosporidium and hookworm.
Each story in Walton’s five-part series stood solidly on its own,
with elegant writing and clear explanations. Together, the stories
make up a comprehensive assessment of the problem: the “nitrogen
bomb” caused by these leaks, leading to ecosystem collapse in bays
and marshes in Long Island; disease outbreaks due to inadequate

sanitation in rural Alabama; population growth that overtaxes the
environment’s ability to absorb the waste; insufficient data collection
to fully understand the magnitude of the problem; a hodgepodge
of state regulations but no federal standards, and nearly nonexistent
inspections of these septic systems by local government.”
RACHEL CARSON ENVIRONMENT BOOK AWARD:
“THE NARROW EDGE: A TINY BIRD, AN ANCIENT
CRAB, AND AN EPIC JOURNEY” BY DEBORAH
CRAMER, PUBLISHED BY YALE UNIVERSITY PRESS
The judges’ verdict: “Judges were impressed by the painful beauty
and eloquence of Deborah Cramer’s writing; one saw ‘The Narrow
Edge’ as a story of loss and hopeful restoration, while another said
the book ‘represents everything about Rachel Carson’s legacy that
the book award stands for.’ In her book, Cramer follows the 19,000
mile migration of an endangered shorebird called the red knot,
which depends on horseshoe crab eggs for survival. So do humans:
An FDA-approved biomedical use of the crabs’ blood enables the
detection of bacterial contamination in human vaccines, heart stents
and more. Much like how Rachel Carson revealed the impact of
DDT on birds and people, Cramer reports how the human footprint
is hurting not only an avian creature, but us, too. One of the book’s
most thought-provoking questions is this: Must every bird prove its
financial worth? The essence of this book is summed up by one judge,
who said that Cramer ‘combines a deft touch with her narrative and
some serious reporting on the science, as well as a subtle flavor of
political philosophy.’”

Retirees continued from page 25
organizations runs the gamut from three to 12 years, according to
various research studies.
McDonnell said she and the ONA board of directors began
working a year ago on transition planning so that a clear process
would be in place for her successor to follow, yet still allow room for
the new executive director to put his or her own stamp on things.
“All the ethical issues surrounding social media is something the
next ED will have to help people through,” said McDonnell, who
will take some time to consider her next career move. “We have a
nearly $3 million budget, and have surpassed our sponsorship goals
for the coming conference, so our brand is well recognized. The
biggest challenge is how do we manage growth.”
Horvit, who said IRE is also in a good financial position, added
that the group’s focus on watchdog journalism and training sessions
makes the group particularly relevant as the media landscape changes.
“My departure just means someone will come in with new ideas
and new blood,” said Horvit, who will be teaching full-time at the
University of Missouri, where IRE is based, and building a student
news operation that does daily and enterprise reporting focused on
34 | October 2016 | NewsPro

state government.
“Even as technology changes, content needs are constant. Finding
information, working with data, and holding powerful people
accountable is not going to change,” He said.
If anything, Paul Fletcher, president of the Society of Professional
Journalists and publisher and editor-in-chief of Virginia Lawyers
Weekly, said it’s likely that more specialty journalism groups will
emerge as the profession continues to evolve.
SPJ, established in 1909, is the oldest and most broad-based
journalism association, with about 7,000 current members. That
number, down from 10,000 in 2006, comes after layoffs and buyouts
that have downsized traditional media outlets since the 2008
recession.
“There will no doubt be changes within all journalism associations
as a new core of digitally weaned leadership rises, in both professional
and volunteer positions,” Fletcher said. “And that is how it should
happen, since this development allows associations to stay relevant
within the changing landscape.”
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Fair Use continued from page 31
something intended for a different use — to inform the public. Even
a straight spot-news story is transformative because it underscores
the paper’s importance or questions its legitimacy.
But the situation gets trickier when the courts confront new
technology, such as podcasts. Radio stations have long since worked out
the legality of playing music on the air. Put together a half-hour show
and broadcast it on your local station, and you’re fine. You don’t owe
Katy Perry a penny. But make the same show available for download
later that day, and you will need her record label’s permission.
Kate Dries, the managing editor of the website Jezebel, found
that out rather dramatically last November. In February 2012 she
began producing “The Guy Friends Podcast,” in which two male
friends offer advice on dating, relationships and sex. They hosted it
on SoundCloud, an audio-sharing website, which seemed the best
way to post episodes and feed them to iTunes.
At the time, she worked at the Chicago public radio station WBEZ,
where “we would mix segments or episodes of work I was doing there
with fair-use music all the time,” she told me. Much of the music
they used had already been posted to SoundCloud by others, so it
seemed “doubly” fair use, she said: It was only short snippets, and it
had already been mixed and sampled by somebody else.
But disaster was looming. After a couple of warnings, SoundCloud
took down the podcast. It can no longer be found online. Three years
of work gone.
This was a painful lesson. “I’m very concerned about making sure
I don’t rip anyone off,” she said. “We’re all just trying to figure it out
and do the best we can.”
So what is the answer?
“Courts have come to rely very much on the concept of
transformative use,” said Brandon Butler, a lawyer and the director of
information policy for the University of Virginia library.

This is true even for music, which is what got Kate Dries in
trouble. “Music is not different in principle,” said Butler. The question
is whether the use of the music is transformative. If Dries and her
colleagues were using music to support, say, a podcast dealing with
music criticism, that would be a transformative use — it’s not what
the music was made for.
But if it’s “a walk down memory lane,” using music to set a mood
or entertain, that would be a violation, because that is the purpose for
which the music was created. Not transformative, Butler explained.
None of this seems as easy to me as it does to Hirtle. But neither
does it seem as hopeless as some journalists seem to think.
The message to journalists is: Be careful. Unless, of course, you
have a team of lawyers at your back.
Fortunately, there are a few useful resources online to help science
writers, podcasters and editors sort all of this out.
Peter Jaszi and Pat Aufderheide at American University have
written a “Set of Principles in Fair Use for Journalism,” which
covers most of the questions likely to come up in a newsroom or at
a freelancer’s desk. It’s about 5,000 words long, so not something to
consult on deadline; but any journalist concerned about copyright
can find guidance there.
Another good resource is the podcasting legal guide from Creative
Commons, prepared by scholars at Stanford and Harvard. It explains
that permission to use content created by someone else “is generally
required,” but it includes specific examples of what is allowed without
permission.
Paul Raeburn, a journalist, blogger and broadcaster, is a former science
editor at BusinessWeek and The Associated Press and has written for The
New York Times, Discover, Scientific American, MedPage Today and
many others. This article originally appeared on Undark.org.

Parks continued from page 27
National Parks Service spokesman Jeffrey Olson said the estimated
315 million to 320 million visitors expected this year (up from 307
million last year) likely got a jolt from the Centennial but noted
an uptick in visitors since 2009, the year President Obama and his
family visited Yellowstone and the Grand Canyon.
“We look at Sunday newspapers around the world and [that year]
it was hard to find one that did not include a national park,” he said.
Attendance figures are for the entire National Parks Service, which
encompasses 412 units — including monuments, historic sites and
recreation areas — as well as the 59 parks.
“There is great pressure on a smaller group of the iconic parks,”
Olson said. “But there are lots of parks that have no problems with
overcrowding. We encourage people to find them. We encourage
people to come early in the spring or late in the fall to avoid peak
time, and be forewarned that if you come in July you will wait in
line.” But, he added, even at peak times, it’s possible “to get off the
36 | October 2016 | NewsPro

path and enjoy the quiet.”
He noted that early photographers were vitally important as
bearers of proof — of the geysers, bubbling mud pots and other
natural wonders, which, until they were photographed, had been the
stuff of myth and legend.
Nowadays, there are fewer secrets for shutterbugs to uncover.
Or maybe not. “When you are trying to take fine art photographs,
you notice things that you might have missed. You have to work with
the light, and not at times when people are usually out. These are
wonderful times to experience. At sunrise, even the most crowded
parks,” Luong said, can be a revelation. His book — also available in a
mobile-friendly PDF version — includes explanations of where and
when he took each photo and how to get there.
“The role of the nature photographer is still the same, in the sense
that the message of environmental awareness, and of the importance
of the parks, is as relevant today as it was 100 years ago,” he said.
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Stories for All Time
Despite Challenges, Environmental Journalism Remains
as Important as Ever
By Beth Parke

T

wo dozen years on the job as executive director of the Society
of Environmental Journalists might seem like a long time. But
it’s nothing at all when you take the long view.
After all, founders of the environment beat created cave graphics
documenting species and published clay tablet reports on the sewer
systems of Babylonia. Pliny the Elder (Rome, 23 A.D. – 79 A.D.)
published a whole lot of potentially award-winning journalism on
food systems and biodiversity.
News of the environment has always fascinated a great many
people and it has always been crucial to human survival. This has not
changed since cave days, even if everything else has.
Journalists who report on the environment know that the stakes
are very high now. Credibility and integrity demand
that we stay out of the stories we cover day to day.
But we’re all in when it comes to The Big Story. I’m
talking about the story of the next few decades, the
story stemming from the biggest questions of our
time — perhaps of all time.
What will happen with climate, biodiversity,
oceans, food, fresh water and environmental health?
What choices will be made, and what will be the
result?
Biodiversity scholar E.O. Wilson, appreciating
BETH PARKE
the power of journalism, wrote to SEJ saying “no
organization is better positioned” to make a difference
with public understanding of environmental issues. “If people don’t
know, they don’t care, and if they don’t care, they don’t act.”
What happens when journalists provide coverage that builds
public understanding? What happens when they don’t?
I was fortunate to be a student of the late George Gerbner,
longtime dean of the Annenberg School for Communication at
the University of Pennsylvania. No student could graduate without
absorbing his nut ’graph: “The basic difference between human
beings and other animals is that we live in a world directed by the
stories we tell. Most of what we know, or think we know, we have
never personally experienced, but heard from stories.”
Dr. Gerbner was delighted when I told him I was working for the
Society of Environmental Journalists. He was impressed with SEJ’s
mission, international network of individual journalists, educators
and students and their growing body of work. “When it comes to
the environment, we’d better get the story right,” he exclaimed. “The
consequences of getting it wrong could be deadly!”
Over the years, I’ve responded to critics who’d accuse the press
of failure to educate on environmental issues. I’d agree that stories
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of fleeting or zero actual importance can dominate “the news.”
But I would also say that to the extent a meaningful percentage
of the general public knows anything at all about carbon and
climate, fracking and water quality, toxic algae, trade in endangered
species, etc. — not to mention concepts like sustainability or the
Anthropocene — he or she had journalists to thank.
Individuals who founded SEJ struggled to establish environmental
coverage and raise its stature in a rapidly changing news industry.
They and their colleagues around the world quickly succeeded. They
made EJ an essential element for any serious news operation — just
in time for industry consolidation, audience fragmentation, waves of
staff layoffs and an obsession with social media.
Yet journalists continued to do the work. They
persevered and excelled, founded new outlets, built
freelance careers, encouraged newcomers, shared
what they knew and added, hourly and powerfully, to
the story power Dr. Gerbner was so glad to consider.
I am inspired by the excellence and body of
work from veterans on this beat. And I’m inspired
by a new generation of journalists, fluent with
tools and undaunted by industry circumstances
they’ve grown up with. They are eager to provide
investigative, explanatory and beat reporting on every
environment-related topic we could name (and some
that I doubt we can). Wait for their reports. They will
adapt to changes in the ways citizens will be getting their news. They
will even invent some of those ways.
Don’t miss the report in this issue on this year’s NewsPro/SEJ
survey. I’m not the only one who sees “promising young journalists
who are fearless about storytelling” and “lots of new outlets trying
new approaches to covering environmental news and new ways to
pay writers.”
SEJ’ers met with Washington Post Editor Ben Bradlee in 1998.
The topic was cities with one daily newspaper where two or three
once thrived. “Don’t worry about it,” he said. “One of the reasons we
got into this field was to shine the light in the dark corners and to
make the world better. You don’t need X number of newspapers to do
that, you need a strong bulb, a lot of energy on the (reporting) staff.”
There are a lot of challenges in this field, we can agree. But energy
among reporters is not one of them. We’ve got that resource in
abundance and, as it turns out, it’s renewable.
Beth Parke has been executive director of the Society of Environmental
Journalists since 1993.

Pittsburgh is a river town. Always has been.

Two rivers meet to form a third here.
That confluence of waters is mirrored in
the currents of the region’s on-going, postindustrial renaissance. The city now booms
with green buildings. Environmental health
has become a priority. The riverbanks,
once as oily and grimy as an
old steel-toed work boot, have been
reclaimed by high-tech companies,
university research centers, public
parks and boat launches. At the
same time, a boom in shale gas and
the decline of the coal industry are
changing the physical and social
landscape. How those forces
converge in Pittsburgh provides
lessons for many other parts of
the nation and the world.
It’s how we flow.

SEJ 2017
Energy:

Gas drilling in the heart
of the Marcellus; renewables;
the future of electric power

Environmental Justice:

Communities where old coalfields
and new gas wells intersect

Wilderness:

Allegheny National Forest, a
battlefield for invasive beetles

Urban Farming:

October 4-8, 2017
Hosted and sponsored by:

From ball fields and vacant lots to
vegetables, bees, and chickens

Green Design:

Including a living building,
one of the greenest in the world

Transportation:

Leading-edge research on self-driving
vehicles and green trucking

Infrastructure:
1990-2017

Society of
Environmental
Journalists

27 YEARS

@SEJorg #SEJ2017
www.sej.org sej@sej.org

Pittsburgh maintains more bridges
than any other city, even Venice

Water:

Solutions to storm-water overflow;
mapping the city’s microbiome
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I’m developing innovative
technology that recycles nuclear
fuel to generate electricity. With
nuclear energy, we can have both
reliable electricity and clean air.
Leslie Dewan
Technology Innovator, Forbes 30 Under 30

We Can’t Reduce CO2 Enough Without

NUCLEAR ENERGY
The world has set ambitious clean air goals
and American innovators, like Bill Gates,
Leslie Dewan at Transatomic Power and
Jose Reyes at NuScale Power, are developing
advanced nuclear energy technologies to
reduce carbon emissions. Nuclear energy
produces 62% of America’s carbon-free
electricity and they know it has a distinct
role to play to meet future energy and clean
air goals.

LEARN MORE
nei.org/whynuclear
#whynuclear
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